Kansas
Sunflower State - 34th - January 29, 1861

ACROSS
1  state bird (2 words)
4  Kansas became this on January 29, 1861
6  color of the field on the Kansas state flag
9  "Home on the __________" is the state song
10 state flower
12 capital of Kansas
13 shares borders with Nebraska, Missouri, Oklahoma, and __________
14 "Ad astra per aspera" or "To the stars through difficulties" is the state

DOWN
2  official nickname (2 words)
3  "We're not in __________ anymore, Toto." - famous line from the Wizard of Oz movie
5  Kansas is located in the __________ of the 48 connected states
7  crop that Kansas is most famous for
8  state animal
11 largest city in Kansas
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